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“I was afraid to ask
questions because I felt
isolation
like I was the only one who
didn’t get it. The teachers that I did
have didn’t seem to really care or didn’t
take the time to help you.”

“I would dread going to
confusion
math class…I never got it
and felt too “dumb” to ask the
teacher or anyone in that matter for
help. I guess I didn’t want the teacher
or classmates to think any less of me.”

“My relationship with mathematics
has been rough. I struggle with
every aspect of it. Sometimes I
don’t even bother trying to
learn math because I
know I won’t
understand it.”
frustration

Too many
students feel
like this!

isolation
confusion
frustration

TEAM
WORK

We want them
to feel like this!

SUPPORT

FUN

Acknowledging that we can accomplish more together than alone, in
2010, The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
initiated a network of faculty members, researchers, designers,
students, and content experts to create a new system to increase
student success in developmental mathematics.

The Pathways represent a completely new approach to
developmental mathematics. Based on academic
research and practitioner knowledge, the Pathways
instructional system addresses the wide range of drivers
contributing to the developmental mathematics crisis.

Productive Persistence Practical Framework
Students feel socially tied to peers,
faculty, and the course.
AIM:

Students continue
to put forth effort
during challenges
and when they do
so they use
effective
strategies.

Students believe they are capable of
learning math.
Faculty and college support students’
skills and mindsets.
Students have skills, habits and knowhow to succeed in college setting.
Students believe the course has value.
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HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT?
Beginning Day 1, our goal is to help students develop the
mindset and skills needed to succeed in a college setting.
By implementing certain activities early in the term, we
establish a culture of high academic expectations and social
assurance that prevent students from disengaging and
withdrawing.

First Week of Class
• Welcome Email
• Ice Breaker
Activity
• Math Video
• Murder Mystery
• Contract Activity

Create
Welcoming
Classroom
Environment

Getting to Know
Your Students
• Math
Autobiography
• Mindset Activity

• Background
Survey
• Pre-Course Math
Quiz

Establish
Baseline

Creating a welcoming
classroom environment
• Welcome Email
• Icebreaker Activity
People Bingo
Commonality
Two Truths and a Lie

• Math Video

“I was terrified to take a math class.
But, I came to class on the first day,
and we played two truths and a lie.
You showed a photo of you with long
hair, and I guess that helped me see
you as a person rather than a teacher.
Don’t stop playing that game. It took
me out of a scary zone and put me in
a comfortable zone.”

Greetings!
I hope that you all had a great winter break. My name is Mike Sieve and I will be
your instructor for Math 99 - Mathematical Reasoning this spring semester. I look
forward to meeting each and every one of you on the first day of class. I'm sure
that you already know this, but I wanted to send out a reminder. The first day of
class is Monday, January 8. Class begins at 8:40 am and meets in room 158 on the
Hutchinson campus.
This math class is going to be different from most of the math classes that you
have taken in the past. We will be going over in detail what that means
throughout the first week of class. Because of this, it is extremely important that
you are there on the first day. We will be going over so many important pieces of
information and we will be setting the stage for the rest of the semester.
If you have any questions or concerns, please let me know. I look forward to
seeing you all on Monday morning!
Thanks,
Mike

Student Reaction to Video

- Abby, Quantway Student

Creating a welcoming
classroom environment
• Introduction to
Productive Struggle

Only certain things can
pass through the Green
Glass door.

Murder Mystery Activity
Green Glass Door Game

• Contract Activity
Someone’s been murdered
Can
you
figure
outsolve
what
and
it’s
your
job to
they all
have
in common?
the
crime!

Getting to Know
Your Students
• Math Autobiography

Reflect on your relationship with mathematics.
Do you enjoy mathematics or do you dread it?
Why do you feel the way that you do? Was
there a pivotal experience or teacher that
shaped your attitude?

Student Quotes From Autobiography
“Dreading math is an understatement. I
strongly dislike“If
math
with
a
passion.
It
I was at the age to not feel
doesn’t make me feel good to wake up
to Iask questions until I
in the morningembarrassed
dreading a class
“When
I
think
of
the
word
math,
shouldn’t haveunderstood
to be stressed
things,
about.”
I would not be so

nothing nice stressed
comes to
outmind.”
as I am right now.”

“If math and I were dating, I
would without a doubt leave it.”

Student Quotes From Autobiography
“…I feel less of an outcast and normal
for not
knowing
and understanding
“I want
to become
more
comfortable
about
“I particularly
like that
we are
in
groups.
math
and
how
works.
I’mand
excited
answering
questions
inbe
front
class,
stopto
That gives me
hope that
I will
not
leftitof
inallmy
start
course
andwhat
to get
to peers
know my
if it’sthis
wrong
and
my
will
the dust as worrying
everyoneabout
else succeeds…
I have
classmates.”
think.people
I want to
becan
a student
several different
that
help that my peers can

come
help when they are struggling. My
explain what
I do to
notfor
understand.”
goal isn’t just to pass this class, it is to thrive in it.”
“I expect that I will struggle, but I won’t be alone…I will
get the confidence to ask for more help along the way.”

Getting to Know
Your Students
• Math Autobiography
• Mindset Activity
“Most people don’t know that when
they practice and learn new things,
parts of their brain change and get
larger, a lot like the muscles do. This is
true even for adults. So it’s not true
that some people are stuck being “not
smart” or “not math people.” You can
improve your abilities a lot, as long as
you practice and use good strategies.”

Establish a
Baseline
• Background Survey
Students’ perceptions of
themselves as mathematical
learners and doers
Students sense of belonging in a
mathematical environment

• Fixed/Growth Mindset
• Stereotype Threat
• Math Anxiety

• Belonging Uncertainty
• Professor Cares
• Comfort Asking
Questions

• Pre-Course Math Quiz
Assessment of students' math conceptual knowledge

Survey Results

Ongoing and Wrap-Up Activities
• Group Noticing
Routine
• Self Regulated
Learning
Hold Students
Responsible for
their Learning

Foster
Student/Teacher
Relationship

• Conferencing
After Tests
• Mindset Boosters

• Follow-up Survey
• End of Term Survey
• Reflection Paper
Monitor
Atmosphere

Hold Students
Responsible for Learning
• Group Noticing Routine

• Students exchange contact information
• Students work together to create a name for
their group
• Group members report absent members to
the instructor
• Group members contact the missing students

• Self Regulated Learning

• Plan your work
• Monitor your work and progress
• Reflect on your planning and strategies and
what you could do to be more effective.

PLAN

REFLECT

WORK

Foster Student/
Teacher Relationship
• Conferencing after Tests
• Build rapport with students
• Highlight strengths
• Detail improvement needs

• Mindset Boosters
• Everyday phrases
• Contract renewal

• Faculty Email Routines

Monitor
Atmosphere

• Follow Up Survey and
End of Term Survey

Monitor
Atmosphere
After analyzing data from these surveys and the pre-course math quiz
across the entire Network, Carnegie came to the following conclusion:

Apart from a students Math Conceptual
Knowledge coming into the course, one of the
biggest predictors of whether students were
successful at the end of the course was related to
a students sense of belonging in the course.

Monitor
Atmosphere

• Follow Up Survey and
End of Term Survey
• Reflection Paper

Student Quotes From Reflection Paper
“Once I became comfortable with my
“No student made me feel stupid
group, my anxiety level dropped so low,
for saying the wrong answer. I
it almost went away. I felt like I had a
appreciated the opportunity to
team backing me up every time I
questions even if I did get
answered a question. I felt like I had answer
a
the question wrong…there was no
support system at my table.”

“Working in groups helpedshame
me not
only wrong.”
to reduce
in being
my anxiety of math and tests, but it also opened me
“I’m
not scared
math.
I’m
up to new friendships
outside
of class.of
I talk
much
not more
intimidated
by imagined
it anymore.
more and give my input
than I ever
I
I actually like math!”
would have.”

Did We Make A Difference?
Beginning Algebra(before implementation, n=196)

Mathematical Reasoning(after implementation, n=200)
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Did We Make A Difference?
BEFORE: “I have had math classes before where I felt like I
was in an “every man for himself” situation. I had a lot of
trouble succeeding in a class where I was terrified to ask for
help.”
AFTER: “The group activities we did in class did in fact
alleviate anxiety I had prior to entering the course. I knew that
once starting a problem, I was not left to figure out the
solution without any outside help. I had a support system
available to me. There was definitely a sense of community
within groups and as the collective whole.”

Did We Make A Difference?
BEFORE: “After a few arguments with many math teachers about
why my answers were wrong just because I did not solve the
problem exactly like they did, I just gave up.”

AFTER: “Being in groups and being able to discuss how we came
across our answers has played a big part in boosting my confidence
and abilities in math. Both my classmates and my teacher have
helped me feel accepted in the classroom and never have made me
feel as if I were stupid or incapable of solving a problem.”

Did We Make A Difference?
“It is crazy for me read what I wrote at the beginning of the
semester. I hated math! I dreaded being enrolled in a math
class, I expected to fail. And now, I can’t say that. I actually
enjoy math now. I have gained a strange confidence in my
mathematical ability. I call it strange because it is something
that I have never felt before… Every goal I made, I have
reached! I’m not scared of math. I’m not intimated by it
anymore. I actually found myself doing my module checkpoint
and smiling. Thank you for this class!”

Questions
Heather.Howington@ung.edu
Mike.Sieve@ridgewater.edu
For Additional Information Visit:

pathways.carnegiehub.org

